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A Short History of SinHow has the the concept evolved in the Western Religious Tradition?
Rev. Tamara Lebak
“
The essence of sin is not the violation of laws but the violation of relationships” Barbara Brown
Taylor
“
Sin is deadly alienation from the source of all life...a name for the experience of being cut off from
air, light, sustenance, community, hope, meaning, life. It is less concerned with specific behaviors
than with the aftermath of those behaviors...It is self aggrandizement...self negation...a refusal of
one's God given place and community, with a resultant loss of life and health.” Barbara Brown Taylor
“Sin is...the fear of being in general, that is, a lack of courage 
to be
in the face of being itself.” Murphy
“Sin, is human participation in the workings of evil, either through willful action or through a
cultivated naivete. ... A refusal to see or acknowledge what is demonstrably an evil reality; a
willingness to refuse to name and evil reality for what it is; a disposition to displace accountability for
evil by attributing it to something not transparently the source.” Murphy
“... the difference between Sin and Sins, Sin being the existential state of distance from God and Sins
being the willful human choices that maintain that distance.” Barbara Brown Taylor
“All sins are attempts to fill voids” -Simone Weil
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“Deep down in human existence there is an experience of single light and turning away from it,
either because it is too beautiful to behold or because it spoils the dank but familiar darkness. Deep
down in human existence there is an experience of reaching for forbidden fruit, of pushing away
loving arms, of breaking something on purpose just to prove that you can. Deep down in human
existence there was an experience of doing whatever is necessary to feed and comfort to self,
because there is no one else to trust, no other purpose to serve, no other God to follow.” 
Barbara
1
Brown Taylor
Introduction: The Word(s)2

In the beginning was the word. 
In the Judeo-Christian context there is no single word used to
convey the idea of sin. In Hebrew, 
the most often used term for sin comes from 
chatah, “
to miss the
mark,” seen in the intentional plot of David to kill Bathsheba's husband and in the decision to set up a
golden calf in Bethel and Dan.3 Much like Adam and Eve, both began as chosen by God, but lost their
way, missed the mark, and distanced themselves from God’s will. The second Hebrew word comes
from 
avah
, translated most often as “iniquity.” 
This 
separation from God includes wrongdoing and
involves violation of the law. The third most used word comes from 
Pasha
“to reveal”. Pasha is most
often translated as 
transgression 
and paired with avah (as in iniquities and transgressions).4 “What
links all three of these Hebrew words together is their common theme of going against God's will. The
separation from God is seen as sin and experienced in the Hebrew language as a full-fledged revolt.”5
The vast terminology referring to sin in a Christian context, suggests that sin has three aspects:
disobedience to or breach of law, violation of relationship to people, and rebellion against God. Sin is
seen as lawlessness, disobedience, impiety, unbelief, distrust, a falling away as opposed to standing
firm, and weakness not strength. Sin is often correlated to unrighteousness and faithlessness.
Whether people are missing a mark, acting wrongly, or engaging an outright rebellion, as in the
Hebrew scriptures they are out of sync with God.6
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The English word 
sin 
is rooted in the Old English 
synn 
(noun),
syngian
(verb); and is
probably related to Latin sons, sont ‘guilty.’ Sin has two entries of common use definitions 1. an
immoral act considered to be a transgression against divine law. and 2. an act regarded as a serious or
regrettable fault, offense, or omission. 7
The Impact of Greek Culture
In the time preceding the Hebrew scriptures translation into Greek, there was a dichotomy of
Greek thought regarding human nature and grounded in Greek mythology. The two views were the
Apollonian
(often referred to as intellectualistic or rationalistic) and the Hellenic (sometimes
referred to as 
Dionysian
or voluntarism.) The Apollonian view focused on reason, logical thinking
and choice. The Hellenic is based on appeals to the emotions and instincts. In the Hellenic view, fate
controlled a human trajectory that was ultimately bound toward toward chaos.8 The impact of this
Greek dynamic has lingered throughout religious history and created polarities that frame the
Western religious experience of sin: intellect vs. emotion, body vs spirit, free-will vs. determinism,
etc.. Ironically, it was Nietzsche who popularized the Greek terms Hellenistic and Dionysian in his
comparison study 
The Birth of Tragedy 
some 2000 years later at the height of the Industrial
Revolution.9 
Since the Hellenistic view led humanity to chaos, the hierarchy of intellect over affect
was firmly established with the rise of Greco-Roman culture.

How do we discern the will of God and whether we are in right relationship or in sin? Is it our
reason that is most in line with the will of God? Is it our heart that can know the will of God? Are we
fated to arc toward justice or is our very nature the evidence for our impending doom? The ruler
which we use to measure sin will ultimately determine our path to salvation. What we decide to focus
on or ignore, what carries value and weight in evaluating sin, will by its very nature will determine our
path to salvation.

http://www.merriamwebster.com/inter?dest=/dictionary/sin

In English, there has been a steep decline in the usage of sin
and Sin from 1500 to today with the usage of Sin peaking between 17001725 and sin peaking between 18001850. See
Appendices B, C, D
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Origins: Hebrew Scriptures and Hellenistic Judaism
Hellenistic Judaism would have taken root at the time of either accounts of Jesus’ Birth and
during his lifetime.10 The metaphors, grounded in their time and place, influence not only how sin is
understood but also how and whether that separation can be rectified. Some sections of the
Septuagint may show 
Semiticisms
, or idioms and phrases based on 
Semitic languages
like 
Hebrew
and 
Aramaic
. Other books, such as 
Daniel
and 
Proverbs
, show Greek influence more strongly.11
The following is an analysis of sin as it appears in Hebrew vs. Christian Scriptures (ridiculously
simplified and minimized for your arguing consumption and pleasure).
Genesis
Genesis does not speak directly of Original Sin (that term was coined by
Augustine of Hippo in the 4th C) however, “in one afternoon [Adam and Eve] lost
everything: their paradise, their innocence, their intimacy with God. All it took was one
decision and there was no going back. The apparent inevitability of Adam and Eve’s
decision makes their story even more compelling.12 
The principal effects of the choice
emerge almost at once. Alienation from God lead Adam and Eve to fear and flee from
him. Alienation from each other and themselves shows in their shame (awareness of
nakedness) and blame shifting. Adam acts out all three alienations at once when, in
response to God's questions, he blames both Eve and God for his sin.13
Whether or not it actually was in fact a choice is still up for debate. And to
further complicate the understanding, Ancient Israel did not “conceive of a mind-body
duality, but of a unification or integration of all aspects of human nature into a whole.
Man and other living creatures are animated souls. Man is a soul in his total essence,
rather than a body supplied with a soul. [The term used is] 
Nephesh 
(soul, being) and is
a unification of body and soul.14 
“As a soul man cannot desist from being a connected
whole, a characteristic unity of volition or intentionality and act. In ancient Israel,
therefore there is no independent term for will. Instead man as soul , is penetrated
entirely by his sensations (perceptions, urges, needs, instincts). The whole tendency or
intention of a man, based on the sensations which penetrate his being, is what
constitutes his will... All thinking had implications for direct immediate action and there
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was no such thing as thinking without such implications.
”15 So, if thoughts and actions
are not separated, and flesh is not separated from will, are Adam and Eve separable
from their function or purpose? From their being/action or choice? It seems the nature
of our sin is indeed in our humus (ha-adam). It appears ancient Israel would have
considered Adam and Eve in an interdependent relationship 
with 
each other, 
with 
God
and 
with 
the world. This meaning is lost in the English without such etymological
analysis. Could it be that we have indeed crucified 
the word
(WORD?) ourselves in our
very attempt to understand it? Forgive us O God, we know not what we do.
Genesis continues this complicated back and forth between humanity screwing
up and God wiping us out or miraculously providing offspring or passage. 
Adam and

Eve are followed by a slew of more trouble. Cain and Abel introducing envy and murder.
Noah is chosen by God and then floods the world. A new covenant is made with the
people and then we see human pride enter the scene with the Tower of Babel. A
covenant of circumcision is made with Abraham as he is invited to walk with God
“faithfully and be blameless”16 Inhospitable violence causes God to destroy Sodom and
Gomorrah. 
YWH seems to 
try and try and try again until his chosen people encounter the
Egyptians and are enslaved.
Exodus
As the Israelites are then led from Egypt, they are also given the law. God speaks the
commandments to Moses but the written word becomes the vessel for the law of God
previously only spoken to Adam and Eve. The law both labels sin and makes it more
explicit.
Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy
God speaks to the chosen in the tabernacle. The law becomes ever more explicit (and
more micro-managy) but also provides the formula for removing transgressions.
Specific sacrifices and rituals are necessary to appease God. Humanity seemed to cry
out for the law and for rulers for order and the tangible. The God of Israel evidently did
not expect perfection, because the Torah also gave guidelines for the ways in which his
people were to deal with sin. These included repentance, restitution where possible ,
atonement, and sacrifice.
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In the Hebrew Scriptures the dominant metaphor when referring to sin is as a weight (or

burden) that must be carried. This recurring motif is not systematically rendered literally in English.
In many texts in the Hebrew Scriptures where forgiveness is expressed by a metaphor of taking away
a burden, the conventional English translation is just "forgive a sin." Identifying this metaphor offers
insight to how the concept of sin was experienced.17 In considering sin as burden, there is not an
immediate correlative, a virtuous individual who, like Atlas, can hold the world or hold the sins of
others. Whereas as soon as the metaphor changes along with the language of the New Testament to
the image of sin as debt and sinner as a debtor, the correlative notion of virtuous person who has an
enormous treasure in the kingdom of heaven is easily also assumed.18
Christian Scriptures
Jesus: Sin as a Withdrawl

Jesus honors his Jewish custom and culture regarding sin, while pushing the boundaries
of what is acceptable. For example, Jesus follows the law in sending a leper to the temple to
cleanse, but he also points to the spirit of the law. Jesus shifts the locus of authority regarding
the law, separating God from the scriptures themselves. He dismisses priestly authority quid
pro quo and relates to the authority of the individual and of Jesus: “The law says...but I say.”
The law is not only the scriptures but is written on the heart. Bad trees bear bad fruit,
blasphemous words spring from hearts filled with evil, and wicked men demand signs when
they have already seen enough to warrant faith.19 Jesus’ own interpretation of the law is
sometimes more lenient and sometimes more harsh than the law prescribes. There is a
complete absence of the metaphor (sin as weight) in the parables of Jesus. Instead, Jesus’
17
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parables refer to debtors and creditors and building up treasures. These images are common in
Second Temple Hebrew and Aramaic. People sin by hating, despising, and lusting, even if they
never act on their desires. This is in line with the Hebrew construct of a non-dualist 
nephesh 
as
mentioned above (and so is a return to holism?). For Jesus, people sin even if they do the right
things for the wrong reasons. And obedience grounded in fear or lack appears to lack
righteousness.20 Evildoing is not simply a matter of choice, rather, "Everyone who sins, is a
slave to sin."21 Jesus mingles with and was a friend of sinners,22 bestowed forgiveness of sins,
and freed those suffering from the consequences of sin.23
Paul: Sin as Slavery and Unbelief

For Paul, sin’s scope is universal. It defines the human but especially the pagan
condition. Everyone is a sinner, he concludes, and stands silent, guilty, and accountable before
God.24 For Paul, Adam’s Sin was the passageway through which sin came into the world and
through sin, death came to man, so in Adam all die. For Paul even the law has been
undermined by the cosmic force of sin; even the law has been weakened by the flesh. 25 Christ is
the anti archetype of Adam and the remedy for Adam's sin. He counters and undoes the reign
of death begun by Adam.26 God has imprisoned all in disobedience, so that he may show mercy
to all.27
Paul's teaching was urgent, framed by his conviction that the kingdom approached soon
and very soon. Paul spoke Greek and as an evangelist to the the Gentile, tried to reconcile the
Hellenistic/Dionysian dualism. For Paul, God's Spirit dwells both in Jerusalem's temple and
in the new temple of the believer and the community. God is angry because of sins humans
commit against him and one another.28 Unbelief is the root of sin. The failure to glorify or
thank God leads to idolatry, foolishness, and degradation.29 Sometimes [God] permits sins to
develop unimpeded, until every kind of wickedness fills the human breast.30
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Paul was not burdened by an obligation to frame a systematic and coherent Christology
in the way that later theologians will be. He proclaimed his gospel in order to prepare his
audiences for the rapidly approaching Kingdom. Paul's lists of sins cover the gamut of
transgressions, from murder to gossip. Binary pairs shaped Paul's letters as would be expected
from his Greek construct: contrast between gospel and law, between grace in the works of the
law, between Greek And Jew, between the uncircumcised and the circumcised. 31 Despite his
use of the term "flesh" ("sinful nature" in some translations), relatively few sins on the lists are
sensual; most concern the mind or the tongue. Like Jesus, Paul affirms that sin is an internal
power, not just an act. It enslaves any whom Christ has not liberated and leads to their death,
so that the unbeliever is incapable of pleasing God.32 Sin continues to grip even the redeemed.
But principal deliverance from sin comes through justification by faith in Jesus, so there is no
condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus. The Spirit renews believers and empowers
them to work out that deliverance. Jesus was understood to be the means and the end to
freedom from sin.
Jesus and Paul, despite their very different audiences, constructed their respective ideas about sin, and about
redemption from sin, from within a common Hebrew heritage.33 Jesus was securely within the world of Second
Temple Judaism. Sin remained a violation of the Covenant for Jews; and sin’s remedy as repentance, prayer,
immersion, sacrifice. Paul’s notions of in as idolatry, with all its attendant violations of decency (for pagans),
and sin’s remedy as a commitment to worship the God of Israel alone, and to live by the behavioral standards
that such a commitment implies place Paul in the world of Late Second Temple apocalyptic hope. 34
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Christian Culture

Second Century thinkers clustering in the first half of the century demonstrate the diversity of
adjusting the Christian message to its new cultural parameters.35
Valentinus 100-160 AD
Sin: Ignorance in flesh

Solution: Ritual

Ignorance of the Father leads to sin.36 According to Valentine events or situations in the
spiritual world correspond to events or situations in the human world. In both, error
acts; ignorance of the Father, thick as fog, causes fear and anxiety; Christ is crucified by
mistake: his Eucharistic manifestation conveys redemptive knowledge.37

Marcion 85-160 AD
Sin: Inherent in Flesh

Solution: Fear of God

According to Marcion...why avoid sin, if you don't believe that God punishes sinners?
It's all well and good to love God, but can you really love God if you do not also fear him?
38

If sharing an eternal life with Jesus means that we have died to sin, this means as well

that we now control our fleshly passions. We have become slaves to righteousness. 39

Valentinus and Marcion seek to reconcile Judaism, Jesus, and Paul. Both define sin in ways
that resonate with the Ten Commandments, with Matthew's Sermon on the Mount, and with Pauline
moral instruction. 40 Both distinguish themselves and their church from those who were material or
fleshy, who, according to Paul, or not able to receive the secret and hidden wisdom of God in the way
that the perfect or the spiritual do.
Justin 100-165 AD
35
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Sin: Contrary to Right Reason

Solution: Orthodoxy

Repudiating Valentinus and Marcion, sin for Justin, occurs when someone does
something contrary to right reason. He insisted that the Jewish Scriptures were
understood spiritually and coded Christianity. Pagan worship and Jewish worship were
deemed sinful and religiously wrong. For Justin, idol worship was the Jewish sin par
excellence. Salvation requires the redemption of the body and is available uniquely
through Christ, understood uniquely by the true church (set up the church for
orthodoxy).
Origen of Alexandria 184-254
Sin:Lack of Spiritual Knowledge

Solution:The Pedagogy of Jesus in Soul School

Origen’s language was Greek and his view was that God is both just and merciful41
According to Origen, Paul's message was that we all will be saved, even Satan will at last
attain redemption. Origen claimed that when the mind apprehends truth, it loves truth:
knowing implies loving. God is the impartial lover of souls. The eternal damnation of
any of his creatures with represent of failure on God's part. He throws no one away.42
The entire material universe, Origen taught, is a school for souls; the material
body, a temporary and propaedeutic43 device.44 Origin saw the fleshy body as a
secondary, non essential part of the self. Christ saves through his pedagogical function.
He serves as the ultimate example to believers of what soul absolutely untarnished by
evil can accomplish in terms of intimacy with God. God places the soul within each
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fallen rational being into precisely the sort of material circumstance that it needs in
order to learn what it needs to know, in order to return to God.45
Just as man consists of body, soul, and spirit so in the same way does Scripture.
The sacred text is a window opening to an eternity. For Origen this “soulish level” of
understanding communicates important ethical teachings, but only spiritual meaning
unveils the mystery of salvation, only spirit can reveal that “Israel is a race of souls, and
Jerusalem a city in heaven”.46
Augustine of Hippo 354-430
Sin: Human Will Solution: God’s Grace

Augustine of Hippo, turned the tale of Adam and Eve into an explanation for the human
tendency to choose evil instead of good.47 For Augustine, Adam was a concrete
historical personality and the ancestor of humanity, created with body and soul
together. His sin was our sin, and we sin when he sinned, because in him our nature
sinned48 The soul was affected by Adam’s sin and made “carnal,” easily becoming habit
forming. Human will after the fall is compromised and is not as free as it was in Adam
before Adam sinned. Now a person can want not to sin and still sin. After Adam the will
is defective (of diminished capacity) unable if unassisted by grace to achieve the
good.Humanity left to its own devices can only sin.49 Sin has ruptured the human cells
by tearing apart will and affect thought and feeling. What moves a person is not what
she knows but what she wants, the divided will. The mind knows one thing, but wants
something else.50
Augustine never learned Greek. He read both Testaments of the Bible only in
Latin translation and therefore in linguistic intellectual isolation.51 In stark contrast to
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Augustine told him the tale of a bishop from Tripoli who authorized Jerome’s new translation for use in his church. When the
people heard the lesson from Jonah, it was so unfamiliar that they protested the bishop’s innovation by rioting in the streets.
Augustine saw this as proof that Jerome’s “Hebrew” version was a serious mistake.#Jerome’s translation grated on the ears
of contemporaries like Augustine because Jerome’s idea of translation differed from that generally held in his day. Most
translators of the Scripture in the era before Jerome believed that the language of the original must dominate the new
language. In part, this attitude reflected the belief that the smallest linguistic detail of the biblical text was divinely inspired and
had its particular significance. The translator was expected to preserve this by rendering the original as literally as
possible.#Jerome believed that a good translator will give the new language equal weight with the original and will try to
make the translation equivalent to the original not just in meaning but also in quality of style. Any translation should reflect the
new language used at its best.
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Origin, Augustine proposed that Paul’s message was that all should be damned.52 (And
the world is damned and the flesh is damned.. Damn! and Augustine became a saint
while Origen a heretic) Augustine came of age just as the storm of the Origin
controversy. Western tradition increasingly leaned toward seeing soul and body as
beginning life together at the same time. And as souls became ever more incarnate, so
too did history: the meaningful arena of god’s activity shifted into events in the world.53
Medevial Era 500-1400

The Medevial era contained the Crusades as well as the east-west schism of religious and
cultural clash. European laws of the Middle Ages constantly reiterated that crimes were sins, and that
secular penal law had a religious, as well as a punitive purpose. In addition to being wrongs against
individuals or the State, crimes were regarded as “defiling the souls of the committor.” This is best
exemplified in the Irish laws, in which the Old Irish verb used for the commission of a crime also
means "to defile," and it is definitely stated that "body and soul are defiled by committing crimes."
Punishment was for the purpose of purging away this defilement. As further indication of the religious
character of penal law in the early Middle Ages, many secular codes contain hosts of passages of a
moralizing nature, sometimes with lengthy quotations from the Scriptures. In other respects, also,
the contents of early medieval law repeatedly point to a union of religious and secular purposes. Of
special significance for the cooperation of Church and State in combating crime and paganism are the
detailed passages in secular codes which enforced the performance of confession and of penance.
Such requirements applied not only to criminals, but also to all Christians above the age of seven, a
52
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requirement coming from the canon law. Social and economic life was profoundly affected by
numerous penitential prescriptions, regulating such varied matters as food and drink, marriage,
sexual relations, charity, the treatment of women and children, the emancipation of bondsmen, and
the sacredness of oaths. In 1517, Martin Luther fearing that the Roman Catholic Church had become
too corrupt to provide people with the guidance they needed to obtain salvation, nailed his list of 95
questions to the door of the Wittenburg University cathedral thus instigating the Protestant
Reformation.
Early Modern ?? -1800

Religious 
sectarianism
, in the wake of the 
Reformation
, collided with other religious, societal,
economic and climatic factors also producing widespread moral panic and the witch trials in Europe.54
People were seen to be aligning with evil forces and creating human destruction from plagues to wars
to economic disparity. Empiricism was also gaining ground during the era. In addition to the
adoption of large-scale printing after 1500 (including the Gutenberg Bible), this period is typified by
the great system-builders — philosophers who present unified systems of 
epistemology
,
metaphysics
,
logic
, and 
ethics
, and often 
politics
and the 
physical sciences
too. If we limit ‘experience’ to ‘sense
experience’ and knowledge of the physical world, what becomes of the place of religious experience?
If, on the other hand, experience describes a way of encountering moral or religious facts does reason
involve not just reasoning, but a form of intuition that detects or ‘senses’, certain types of facts? The
end of the early modern period is usually also associated with the 
Industrial Revolution
.
Modernism 1800-1950?

The concept of man as rational by nature became the hallmark of Enlightenment thought. Attention
turned to seeking Truth independent of external sources of authority. Descartes, and many who
followed him, believed that it was possible to discover ultimate truths through the exercise of reason
alone, and to develop a comprehensive, rationalistic world view. Underlying this Cartesian method is
that the self is autonomous. There exists an individual self (the "I" that "thinks") who transcends, or
stands above environment and biology.55 The autonomous, rational self became the foundation for
Enlightenment humanism and its liberal political theory, free market economics and radical
individualism.56 Modernism countered the traditional forms of art, architecture, literature, religious
faith, philosophy, social organization, activities of daily life, and even the sciences, claiming they were
54
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becoming ill-fitted to their tasks and outdated in the new economic, social, and political environment
of an emerging fully industrialized world.

Among the factors that shaped Modernism were the development of modern industrial societies,
immigration and the rapid growth of cities, followed then by the horror of 
World War I
. By the end of
this period Modernists rejected the certainty of 
Enlightenment
thinking, and many rejected religious
belief. The end of this era coincided with the atrocities of World War 2 shaking the foundation of a
western construct of humanity’s potential for good and evil.
Post Modernsm 1950- ??

With the spread of postmodern consciousness, human beings are seen as an extension of their
culture.57 Humans are "social constructs," or socially determined beings. We cannot have objective
access to reality, because there is no neutral context from which to think. You cannot remove the
observer from the observed. There is no universal human essence, no stable personal identity, and
therefore no inherent human value. Humans derive a sense of individual identity and value as persons
from the mores of a given culture. So one's identity, value, and civil rights are an accident of cultural
origin, not some property intrinsic to human nature.
This era has surfaced a complex array of identity narratives58 regarding the experience of sin
where the culture and history of America has had a significant impact on theological understanding.
Evil is not what is in your heart but what you are doing to your neighbor. The proof [of sin] is in the
consequences of the action for the social order and the larger terrestrial ecology.59
S
ecularism
A growing public awareness that sin can turn out to be whatever the dominant religion
culture disapproves of, makes it one more tool of oppression. 60 What is to be gained from

Postmodernists deny all transcendent categories, including essential human personhood, reason and human value.
There is no Cartesian "I" that thinks any more than there is a computer "self" beneath its programming.
58
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condemning such things when people are going to do them anyway? 61 Here are a few of the
dominant secular models that are playing out on our constructs of sin today.62
Medical and Psychological models

Sin is sickness.63 When sickness is substituted for sin, then illness
becomes a metaphor for humans failing and choice is removed from the
equation. Since we do not choose our brain chemistry or childhood, we do
what we do because of what has been done to us. What we need is a
compassionate physician, (or counselor, or therapist) who is not repelled
by our disease and who will never stop trying to heal us.64 This lends itself
to a 
No Fault
theology based on an existential understanding as sin as all
pervasive and unavoidable. We all do the best we can. If some do it better
than others, then that is because they were dealt a better hand to begin
with. Judgement hardly seems appropriate. Why would God condemn
anyone for being weak or afraid?65
Legal model

Sin is lawlessness. No matter how we grew up, no matter what kind of
difficulties we may be having in the present, we are expected to accept
responsibility for our actions. We do what we do because we choose to, we
are careless, or rebellious.66 If we fail and we are caught and then we will
have to face the consequences.When the debt is paid, then we are restored
to community (in theory, our records remain on file.) If we fail again, and
then the punishment will be harsher, and if we show no promise of
improvement, then we may be removed from society altogether, by
receiving either life without parole of the death penalty.67 What we need is
a fair but righteous judge who will brush away our excuses and hold us
accountable for our actions.68
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Genetic Model

Human behavior is of genetic origin. Things that in previous times were
attributed to environment or moral choice are now being attributed to genetics.
High profile scientists exploiting front page journalism have claimed to have
discovered the genetic basis for a host of controversial behaviors and
characteristics, including alcoholism, homosexuality, promiscuity, IQ and
violence. Serious scientific doubt about these claims are commonly given little
attention, leaving the public with the impression that science is on the verge of
solving some of society's greatest problems.69
Pseudo Modernism/Metamodernism 1990’s??/ to present
Shift to Individual Narrative

With the invention of the internet, self publishing, online journals and social media,
individual narrative and opinion has become more accessible and facts have become harder to
discern. Motivations and justifications for behavior are rampant. Sin has become those
choices that offered us our best shot at survival in a pinch. Hurting is preferable to being hurt,
having to not having, and staying alive by any means is preferable to dying. The cost of a
decision seems to be driven more by necessity than by choice. The language has shifted to self
defense “I did not mean to. I had to. anyone in my position would have done the same thing.”70

Movement Away from Sin language in the church

There has been a decline of the usage of sin in society and the church. Sin in the secular
world and in the church has been replaced with concepts of ethical and moral decision making.

69
70

Leffel
Taylor, 35
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Theological education in America has added competencies in the medical, psychological, and
legal models in order to effectively and (some might say) ethically minister in this generation.
Replacing ethical and moral decision making for sin makes the sin a human problem devoid of
the relationship to God. That in itself should be considered a sin. (HA!) Congregants prefer
the subjects of grace and forgiveness over sin and salvation. As Barbara Brown Taylor suggests
If I sin, “then the values and question we're no longer human values but God's values.”71
“Sin is our only hope, because the recognition that something is wrong is the first step
towards getting it right again. There is no help for those who admit no need of help. There is no
repair for those who insist that nothing is broken, and there was no hope of transformation for
a world whose inhabitants except that it is sadly but irreversibly wrecked.”72

CONCLUSION

The history of sin is not short. :)
AND
We are called to be leaders in a metamodernist multicultural world. “The church exists so that people
have a community in which they may confess their sins, their own turning away from life, whatever
form that destructiveness may take for them, as well as a community that will support them to turn
back again. The church exists so that people have a place where they may repent of their fear, their
hardness of heart, there isolation and loss of vision, and where having repented they may be restored
the fullness of life.”73 Human beings have the power to name things. Our words not only passively
describe a given reality, but can change the (social) reality it is describing. “Abandoning the language
of sin will not make [it] go away. Human beings will continue to experience alienation, deformation,
damnation, and death no matter what we call them. Abandoning the language will simply leave us
speechless before them, and increase or denial of their presence in our lives. Ironically it will also
71
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weaken the language of grace, since the full impact of forgiveness cannot be felt apart from the full
impact of what is been forgiven.”74 The theological and intellectual understanding and re-integration
of the language of sin is one step toward naming what needs to be healed in a broken world. I would
argue a second and more important step would be the holistic exploration of ourselves as sinners both
in an autonomous and communal sense. The integration of self as sinner will require a nuanced
understanding of personal cultural complexity as well as an increased capacity for the cultural
complexity of our congregation and others whom we seek to serve.75

74
75
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See appendix H Cultural Competency and Sin
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Appendix A: Timeline
500?
Earliest Targum of the Torah
330 BCE
Hellenism/ 
Conquests of Alexander the Great; Greek culture exported on large scale
164
Rededication of Solomon’s Temple
200
Septuagint 
Jewish Scriptures translated into Greek;
6
Birth of Jesus 
Gospel of Matthew
37-34
Reign of Herod the Great
______________________________________
6 CE
Judea becomes a Roman Province
Birth of Jesus 
(Gospel of Luke)
c. 28?
Execution of John the Baptist-
beginning of Jesus’ mission
c. 30?
Execution of Jesus of Nazareth in Jerusalum
c. 34?
Jesus movement reaches Damascus 
Paul persecutes then joins the movement
c.50
Paul writes letters extant in New Testament Collection
1 Thessalonians, Philemon, 1 and 2 Corinthians, Philippians, Galatians, Romans)
66
Jewish Revolt Against Rome
70
Roman destruction of Jerusalem, Temple of Jerusalem
c 75-100
Gospel of Mark, Matthew, Luke, John
Acts of the Apostles
130
Valentinus (100-160) A
lexandria then Rome
132-125
Bar Kokhba Revolt
Rome changes name to Palestine
140
Marcion (85-160) 
Pontus then Rome
150
Justin Martyr (100-165) 
Palestine then Rome
190
Tertullian (155-240) 
Carthage
200
Iraneus (130-202) 
Lyons
220-250
Origen (184/5-254) 
Alexandria then Caeserea
280s
Mani spreads Christian Revelation
Persia, Near East, Mediterranean along Silk Road into China
312
Constantine 
becomes imperial patron of one sect of Christian church; secures power in
Western Roman Empire
315
Athenasius, the Bishop of Alexandria, identifies the 27 books of the New Testament
which are today recognized as the canon of scripture.
382
Pope Damasus commissions Jerome to revise the Latin versions of the Gospels;
went to Antioch Bethlehem in 384
386-7
Augustine (354-430) converts to catholic Christianity;
Becomes Bishop of Hippo 396, 428 City of God completed
400
Outbreak of empire wide controversy over Origen’s theology
410
Fall of Rome to Visigoths
600
Latin became the only language permitted for sharing/studying scripture
1215
Magna Carta Signed
1453
Fall of Constantinople and end of Roman Empire
1455
Guttenberg Bible
1492
Columbus’ Voyage; The expulsion of the Jews from Spain
1517
Protestant Reformation: Abuses of Pope Leo X inspire Martin Luther’s 95 Theses
1534
Church of England separated from Rome
1535
John Calvi, Institution of Christian Religion
20

1542
1543
1545
1553
1566
1611
1620
1637
1648
1649
c.1730-40
1770
1776
1777
1787
1789
c.1800-40
1805
1806
1838
1841
1848
1859
c.1861-64
1872
1887
1888
1893
1896
c.1917-18
1929
1933
1941-45
1949
1954-55
1961
1962-65
c. 1964-73
1973
1982
1997
2004

Inquisition assigned to Holy office by Paul III
Copernicus On the Revolutions of the Heavenly Spheres
Council of Trent (Counter Reformation)
Servetus Burned at the stake
Frances David preaches against the doctrine of the trinity
King James authorized translation of the Bible published
Plymouth Plantation founded
Samuel Gorton driven out of MA for espousing Universal Salvation
Cambridge Platform
Act for Religious Toleration passed by Maryland Assembly
The Great Awakening
John Murray emigrates to the colonies
American Revolution
Caleb Rish organizes General Society to ordain Universalist ministers
King’s Chapel ordination of James Freeman
French Revolution
Second Great Awakening
Ballou, A treatise on Atonement
The Holy Roman Empire disolves
Emerson Divinity School Address
Parker Transient and Permanent in Christianity
Seneca Falls Convention
Darwin Origin of the Species
American Civil War
The Birth of Tragedy-Nietzsche
Western Conference The Things Mst Commonly Believed Today Among Us
Universalism declared the 6th largest denomination in the U.S.
World Parliament of Religions at Chicago World’s FAir
Plessy V Ferguson legalizes racial segregation
U.S. Involvement WWI
Start of Great Depression
Humanist Manifesto
U.S. Involvement WWII
Unitarian Fellowship movement founded
Brown vs. Board of Education
UU Merger
Second Vatican Council
U.S. Involvement Vietnam War
Second Humanist Manifesto
The word internet is used for the first time
Google.com registered as a domain name
Facebook launched
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Appendix B: SIN

Appendix C: SIN NOUN/VERB
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Appendix D: God

Appendix E

History of Israel
Throughout 
Kings rule ruthlessly through a period that includes human
sacrifice and humanity narrates a God who chooses sides in war while speaking
primarily to the prophets. These books also illustrates how impenitence compounds sin.
Saul magnifies his sins by repenting superficially at best
.76 
David, by contrast, repented
77
of his sin with Bathsheba, without excuses or reservations. Neither is a particularly easy
to read formula for how to be “blameless” and walk with God.

Proverbs
Proverbs provides a "collection of collections" of the Biblical 
wisdom tradition
, and
raises questions of values, moral behaviour, the meaning of human life, and right
conduct. Proverbs is often contradictory and was almost left out of the Christian
Scriptures. A repeated theme seems to be that "the fear of God (submission to the will
of God) is the beginning of wisdom"78. Wisdom is praised for her role in creation; God
acquired her before all else, and through her he gave order to chaos. Since humans have
life and prosperity by conforming to the order of creation (living interdependently?),
seeking wisdom is the essence and goal of the religious life.

1 Sam 13:1112 ; 
15:1321
;
24:1621
2 Sam 12:13

78
Proverbs 9:10
76
77
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Appendix F
Apologetics
The story of the evolution of sin in 
Western
Religion narrows the question simply in its asking.

The category of 
western
and 
non western
perpetuates European dominated perceptions of history
and narrows the scope and focus of our understandings of human nature. “When we say “West” we
mean, ordinarily, Europe, along with its recent extension into North America. Europe is, literally, a
peninsula of Eurasia, comparable roughly in size, cultural diversity and civilizational antiquity to the
Indian subcontinent. Certain significant things happened first in Europe rather than elsewhere, such
as industrialization; other important things first appeared outside of Europe, such as movable type...”
79
In considering a (short but) systematic reflection on the nature of reality and on humanity’s place in
that reality (free-will, locus of authority, power to choose) over a 
Western timeline
, Europe can make
no special claim to be the home of [history or] philosophy. Epistemologically, the question skews the
response in the direction of intellectualizing (about something that clearly has an affectual
component). I am looking forward to the variety of papers presented this week that fill in the gaps of
in recognizing the affectual experience of sin, the personal versus group experience of and
accountability of sin, and the physical experience of the fecund sin that dwells in the ground and soil
of this country where we live and dream, pontificate and choose.

Appendix G
Additional Hebrew Words For Sin
Here is a list of other common Hebrew terms often translated as sin, 
hattat
[
a'f'j
] means a
missing of a standard, mark, or goal; 
pesa 
[
q;f'P
] means the breach of a relationship or rebellion;
awon
[
!A'[
] means perverseness; 
segagah
[
hgg.v
] signifies error or mistake; 
resa
[
hgg.v
] means
godlessness, injustice, and wickedness; and 
amal
[
l'm' [
], when it refers to sin, means mischief or
oppression. The most common Greek term is 
hamartia
[
aJmartiva
], a word often personified in the
New Testament, and signifying offenses against laws, people, or God. 
Paraptoma
[
paravptwma
] is
another general term for offenses or lapses. 
Adikia
[
ajdikiva
] is a more narrow and legal word,
describing unrighteousness and unjust deeds. 
Parabasis 
[
paravbasi"
] signifies trespass or
transgression of law; 
asebeia
[
ajsevbeia
] means godlessness or impiety;and 
anomia
[
ajnomiva
]
80
means lawlessness.

79

Smith, 1
Elwell, Walter A. "Entry for 'Sin'". "Evangelical Dictionary of Theology" 

(greek hyperlinks remain for further research and
comparison if interested request digital copy of paper)
80
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Appendix H
Cultural Competency and Sin
What might we learn in understanding ourselves as sinner through the lens of the Developmental
Model of Cultural Sensitivity (DMIS)81
Have we reverted to DENIAL in liberal religion regarding sin? If we ourselves are not using this
language then maybe the first step is to expose the congregation to sin language. If we are moving
them through the continuum then we must expect that their next step will be POLARIZATION. When
the distrust, negative feeling and stereotyping occurs then the next step is to help them find the
commonality. (Resistance is your friend! They are moving!) What do those who use this theological
language and those who don’t have in common? Understanding Sin through the lens of Humanism
might be a good class or sermon series for example. Once you feel like the tension is calmed and
folks have shifted into MINIMIZATION, then it is time to offer opportunities in classes and worship
that allow your congregation to explore their own history regarding their history of and experience
with Sin language. Now would be the time to share your own personal history with Sin offering a
model of the complexity for you and how it has changed over time. If you have a large number who
have advanced through this process then you are ready to explore other groups understanding of Sin
(womanist, feminist, African American, world religions etc). When possible make an effort to return
to the commonalities (for those still in minimization) and being certain to not oversimplify offering
some of the complex differences. Once this has been accomplished the trouble with having a
congregation in ACCEPTANCE is that they often see so much complexity of themselves and others
that they are paralyzed from action (liberal paralysis). If I do anything, I will be sinning according to
someone! This too is normal for growth. Find a metaphor for that kind of complexity that is much
lower stakes like deciding what to eat for dinner and ask them to explore the ways in which they make
that decision based on who they are, where the food comes from, what they like, how much money
they have, how they were raised, their physical constitution, who they are with, how much time they
have, etc. Ask them to consider the non negotiables (maybe they are always vegetarian) and those
things that fluctuate.. and then come back to sin. If they are still stuck.. go back to MINIMIZATION
If they move forward then you have advanced them to ADAPTATION. Congratulations!
Questions?
Are we intentionally choosing our language and a path to assist others to increase their
capacity for theological complexity?
Are we continuing to grapple with our own understanding of sin and how it impacts our role as
minister?
Are we creating multiple ways to engage people in multiple places along the continuum
regarding their systemic understanding of both sin and redemption? personally? organizationally? in
the city? in the state? at the national level?

81

see model next page
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The DMIS model and interventions for personal and group change:
Denial. 
Being comfortable with the familiar. Not anxious to complicate life with “cultural
differences”. Not noticing much cultural difference around you. Maintaining separation from others
who are different.
INTERVENTION: EXPOSURE
Polarization
Defense.
A strong commitment to one’s own thoughts and feelings about culture and cultural
difference. Some distrust of cultural behavior or ideas that differ from one’s own. Aware of
other cultures around you, but with a relatively incomplete understanding of them and
probably fairly strong negative feelings or stereotypes about some of them.
Polarization Reversal
is the opposite of Defense. The person feels that some other culture is
better and tends to exhibit distrust of their own culture.
INTERVENTION: FINDING THE COMMONALITY
Minimization.
People from other cultures are pretty much like you, under the surface. Awareness
that other cultures exist all around you, with some knowledge about differences in customs and
celebrations. Not putting down other cultures. Treating other people as you would like to be treated.
INTERVENTION: INCREASED CAPACITY FOR UNDERSTANDING ONE’S OWN CULTURE
Acceptance.
Aware of your own culture(s). See your own culture as just one of many ways of
experiencing the world. Understanding that people from other cultures are as complex as yourself.
Their ideas, feelings, and behavior may seem unusual, but you realize that their experience is just as
rich as your own. Being curious about other cultures. Seeking opportunities to learn more about them.
INTERVENTION: EXPLORATION OF THE COMPLEXITY OF THE CULTURE OF OTHERS
Adaptation.
Recognizing the value of having more than one cultural perspective available to you.
Able to “take the perspective” of another culture to understand or evaluate situations in either your
own or another culture. Able to intentionally (goal directed, strategically) change your culturally
based behavior to act in culturally appropriate ways outside your own culture without losing your own
identity.
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